Assignments and deliverables

Posted assignments

- **Nov 18** (Group) HE and V2 report: Requirements - Links to posted work
- **Nov 23** Comments on partner groups' V2s.
- **Dec 2** (Group) V3 with test plan report: Requirements - Links to posted work
- **Dec 14** (Group) Project portfolio.
- **Dec 16** The final and Final self-evaluation.
- **(ongoing)** Comment on others' posts, hot topics, and readings. See the individual assignments part of the syllabus.

Past assignments

- **Sep 2** Hall of Fame and Shame – general
- **Sep 9** Hall of Fame and Shame – HCI.
- **Sep 14** Individually create a data-gathering instrument for the group project.
- **Sep 21** Write a small individual report of your work on the group project.
- **Sep 28** (Group) The Mini-project itself is due.
- **Sep 29, 5pm** (Individual) Quick group evaluation and checkin
- **Sep 30** Three ideas/elaborations of others' ideas for the Main Project Brainstorm.
- **Oct 7** The midterm
- **Oct 14** The Trillium II question on the midterm.
- **Oct 20** (Group - Wed. noon) Project plan: Requirements - Links to posted work
- **Oct 21** Vizzie Hall of Fame and Shame
- **Oct 26** Miniproject supplement
- **Nov 2** (Group) People, tasks, scenarios, and requirements report: Requirements - Links to posted work - General PTSR comments
- **Nov 10** (Group) Interface V1: Project requirements - Links to posted work - General Interface V1 Comments
- **Nov 16** Individual HEs – Individual group members' heuristic evaluations of their interfaces.